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kineetic moments (S and L) oonly, but nott to the theirr
orieentation. As such,
s
it doess not providee quantitativee
info
ormation on thhe magnetic orrdering and in
nteractions.
Hence
H
there is
i a need forr a magnetic spectroscopicc
method in the hard x-ray range that can providee
info
ormation on thhe ordering aand the valuee of magneticc
mom
ments. We shhow that this goal can be achieved byy
coup
pling XMCD with 1s2p RIX
XS at the K prre-edge.
RIXS
R
is a seccond-order opptical process where first a
coree hole in a deeep electron shhell is created (intermediatee
statee) that is repplaced by a sshallower corre hole (finall
statee). This resullts in sharperr and often riicher spectrall
features that origgin from electrron-electron and
a spin-orbitt
interactions. Thee 1s2p RIXS
S probes the evolution off
2p → 1s emissionn (Kα line) uupon 1s → p excitation (K
K
abso
orption edge).. If the incomiing photon en
nergy is in thee
rang
ge of K pre-eedge, than a w
weak quadrup
pole 1s → 3dd
exciitations, posssibly combinned with som
me additionall
intensity due to dipole 1s → 4p transition
ns shape thee
RIX
XS spectrum. Therefore, inn 3d transitio
on metals thee
1s2p
p RIXS in thhe pre-edge rrage probes predominantly
p
y
the same final state
s
(2p53dn++1) as the L2,3
absorptionn
2
edgees, however using
u
a hard x-ray photon
n in – photonn
out probe [6]. Combined
C
withh the idea off XMCD, i.e..
usin
ng circularly polarized
p
x-raays and exterrnal magneticc
field
d, it becomes a promisinng technique to study 3dd
mag
gnetic structurre of transitionn metals.
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The effecct of magneticc dichroism was
w foreseen for
fo xray absorptioon spectra (XA
AS) almost 255 years ago [1]] and
the first expeerimental observations of linear
l
and circcular
x-ray magnnetic dichroiism (XMCD
D) spectra were
w
subsequentlyy reported [2].. Since then, it has turned innto a
common proobe of element specific magnetizationn in
para-, ferri- and ferro-maagnetic system
ms, ranging from
f
single atomss on surface, through moleecular magneets to
multilayers. At present XMCD
X
is welll understoodd and
interpreted when
w
measureed at edges split
s
by the spins
orbit couplinng. For exampple, the 2p sppin-orbit couppling
gives rise to L3 and L2 edgges providing convenient probe
p
of 3d vallence orbitaals via thee dipole-alloowed
2p63dn  2pp53dn+1 transitiions. XMCD at spin-orbit split
edges enablees simultaneoous determinaation of spin and
orbital magnnetic momentts upon appliication of thee socalled “sum rules”, whichh relate linearr combinationns of
left and righht circularly-ppolarized specctra to the groound
state values of
o the magnetiic moments off the absorberr [3].
When appplied to 3d transition metals
m
and 4f rare
earths, the main
m
drawbacck of the techhnique is thatt the
respective L and M absorpption edges, thhat probe magnnetic
orbitals, lie in the soft x-ray range. Most soft x-ray
x
magnetic cirrcular dichrooism (SXMCD
D) measurem
ments
employ totaal electron yield
y
because significant selfabsorption effects are observed when
w
using total
L
XMCD
D is
fluorescence yield detecttion. Thus, L-edge
mainly sensittive to the sam
mple surface and,
a
in additioon, is
not compatibble with dem
manding sam
mple environm
ments
such as highh-pressure, liqquid and gas cells,
c
which liimits
the range of investigated materials
m
and excludes de facto
f
buried magnnetic phases or multilayerred samples. For
these system
ms, the penetraating properties of hard X--rays
are required,, but at the K-edge
K
the XM
MCD signal origin
from the p--projected orbbital magnetizzation densitty of
unoccupied states, whichh is weak (~
~10-3 of the edge
jump), difficcult to interppret quantitatiively, and doo not
allow for thhe separation of spin and orbital magnnetic
moments. The
T
elementt specific studies
s
of bulk
magnetism and
a
under exxtreme condditions have been
largely limiited to the very weak K-edge
K
magnnetic
dichroism annd to the Kβ
β emission sppectroscopy [44-5].
However, thhe latter is sennsitive to the spin and orrbital

Figu
ure 1. 1s2p RIX
XS (left) and RIX
XS-MCD (centter) planes of
bulk
k magnetite. In the
t right part thhe sketch of the experimental
setup
p and the energgy scheme of the transitions inv
volved is
show
wn. The energy transfer is the ddiﬀerence betw
ween incident
and emitted photonn energy (the tottal energy of th
he final state).

Figure
F
1 show
ws the experrimental 1s2p
p RIXS-MCD
D
plan
ne on bulk maagnetite at thee Fe K pre-ed
dge plotted ass
the difference between the speectra measured for left andd
righ
ht polarized liight in compparison to thee RIXS planee
averraged over thhe two oppossite photon heelicities. It iss
appaarent that onlly the resonannt features giv
ve rise to thee
MC
CD effect, whhile the featuures due to non-resonantt
fluo
orescence (diagonal structtures) do no
ot show anyy
deteectable MCD
D. The specttra show a characteristicc
disp
persion along incident photton energy, due
d to 1s holee
lifettime broadeninng, and alongg the energy trransfer, due too
finaal state effectss and 2p holee lifetime broaadening. 1s2pp
RIX
XS-MCD reveeals two grouups of final states, whichh
corrrespond to Kα
K 1 and Kα2 emission linees, which aree
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net magnetizationn in thin layeer samples. An
A interestingg
aspeect of RIXS-M
MCD in comparison with K-edge
K
XMCD
D
is th
he possibility to select a reggion of the plaane where thee
MC
CD effect is maximized for certain featurres of interest::
for example, in thhe case of maagnetite, the peak
p
at 707eV
V
enerrgy transfer and
a 7112eV inncident energy arises from
m
octaahedral FeII, while the ddouble featuree at 7114eV
V
incident energy and
a 712eV ennergy transfer is dominatedd
by the contributiion from tetrrahedral FeIII . The RIXS
S
plan
ne can thereffore be used to perform site-selectivee
stud
dies. By monnitoring the cchanges as a function off
spacce, pressure, temperature
t
or time, RIXS--MCD can bee
adop
pted for elem
ment- and sitte-selective magnetometry
m
y
and magnetic microscopy
m
w
with hard x--rays. As ann
illusstration, we show in Figuure 2 the hy
ysteresis loopp
meaasured on a thin
t
buried laayer of magn
netite using a
RIX
XS-MCD feature selectively for tetraahedral FeIII,
which is compareed to the maggnetization pro
ofile obtainedd
with
h Vibrating Saample Magnettometer (VSM
M) .
Future
F
studiess of the depeendence of RIIXS-MCD onn
the direction of the
t wave-vecttor, the polarizzation vector,,
the magnetic fieeld or the trannsfer momen
ntum possiblyy
com
mbined with a polarization aanalysis of th
he scattered x-rayss will enablee to exploit the full potential of thee
tech
hnique.

composed mainly
m
of two resonances with
w different spin
polarization and opposite sign. The expperimental daata is
compared wiith the theoreetical RIXS-M
MCD calculateed in
the ligand field
f
multipleet approach, where onlyy the
contribution of tetrahedrral FeIII was considered. The
calculation involves
i
an electric quaddrupole excitaation
from 1s22p63d
3 5 ground state
s
to 1s12pp63d6 intermeddiate
state and elecctric dipole em
mission to 1s22p53d6 final state.
s
It shows goood agreementt in terms off energy splitttings
and relative transition sttrengths of thhe left and right
polarized chhannels. The only excepttion is the weak
w
feature visibble at 7112eV
V incident ennergy and 7007eV
energy transfer, that is asscribed to octtahedral FeII. The
theoretical model
m
finds thhat the strong XMCD signnal in
1s2p RIXS origin from combination of the exchhange
field and thee 3d spin-orbit coupling inn the intermeddiate
state, that im
mplies a different set of 1ss13d6 intermeddiate
states to be reached from
m absorption of left and right
handed circuularly polarizeed x-rays. Thhe splitting off the
MCD featurres in horizoontal and verrtical directioon is
mainly giveen by the 3d spin-orbit coupling in the
intermediate state and thee 2p-3d Couloomb repulsionns in
the final staate, respectiveely. The latteer effect andd the
splitting induuced by the 2p spin-orbit coupling
c
act as
a an
effective enhhancer for thhe magnetic circular
c
dichrooism
effect in 1s22p, that is at least one orrder of magniitude
stronger thann the XMCD observed in transmission. The
intensity of 1s2p
1 3/2 RIXS--MCD in bulkk magnetite shhows
a peak-to-peaak amplitude as large as 166% of the pre-edge
maximum [77], that is coomparable too the Fe L3 edge
XMCD [8,9]].
The increease of intensity observedd between K-edge
XMCD and 1s2p RIXS-M
MCD is a signnificant advanntage
since it alloows to measuure data withh better statisstics.
However, a strong enhanncement is only
o
expectedd for
systems show
wing well deffined pre-edgge structures, such
as oxides, molecular
m
com
mplexes etc… Indeed whenn 3d
states are strrongly hybriddised with p states
s
and heaavily
delocalised, such as inn metals, it was obseerved
experimentallly that the gain in intennsity is lost:: for
example in metallic
m
Fe thhe intensity off RIXS-MCD was
comparable to K-edge XMCD.
X
Howeever, it allow
ws to
separate the magnetic signnal of metal sites
s
and oxidees of
different forrmal valence states by tuuning the ennergy
transfer to thhe off-diagonaal spectral feattures characterristic
for a given oxidation state or site symm
metry [10].
Ferro- annd ferrimagneetic samples to
t which SXM
MCD
would be bliind (at least partially),
p
suchh as buried layyers,
can readily be investiggated using RIXS-MCD. For
instance, higgh quality 1s2p
1
RIXS-M
MCD signal was
detected from
m a 40nm thhick layer of magnetite buuried
under 60nm of Pt and Au. Another important observaation
was a signifiicant reductionn of the ampllitude of the MCD
M
signal in the thin layer to ~70% of the bulk value, which
w
is in good agreement
a
to the reductionn of the saturaation
magnetizatioon reported in literature [15]. Thus, the
RIXS-MCD can be considdered as a quaantitative probbe of

Figu
ure 2. Element and
a site selectivve, FeIII (Td), hy
ysteresis loop
(circcles) of a thin buuried layer of m
magnetite comp
pared to the
VSM
M (small squarees) results correected for substraate signal.
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